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 It needs a lot of work to get it in shape. I have a 1929 clarinet it's a G10 London style and a C7 C d'Alene and a C11 New York
style. I was thinking of using my G11 Havana in place of the G10 and switching it to the C6 key. I have a friend who is a luthier,

but I need to check out some local techs first. I'm located in Texas. what year should I be looking for the serial number. All of
the above, I've got all three and bought them 3 years ago, and still need help. Thanks Dave Click to expand... Anymore than 4

years old and the keys might not be strong enough to hold the strings, or the hammers might not be strong enough, or the neck or
headstock might not be as strong as they should be for a player with your strength and experience. Anybody got any insight into
why my 1941 Meinl NY tube reed is not being activated? It is brand new and only the second one that I have ever used. It is a

medium size tube that I bought at a local music shop. I am using a Richter A-6. I have had a brand new Lenz reed installed that
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works. Now I am trying to figure out if the NY tube reed is faulty. Thank you. CBM If it is brand new, get a fresh set of tubes,
they are way more sensitive than older ones. Once it is broken in a bit, it should stay broken in. Anybody got any insight into
why my 1941 Meinl NY tube reed is not being activated? It is brand new and only the second one that I have ever used. It is a

medium size tube that I bought at a local music shop. I am using a Richter A-6. I have had a brand new Lenz reed installed that
works 82157476af
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